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In this article the phenomenon of degravitation of the cosmological constant is studied in
the framework of bigravity. It is demonstrated that despite a sizable value of the cosmological
constant its gravitational effect can be only mild. The bigravity framework is chosen for
this demonstration as it leads to a consistent, ghost-free theory of massive gravity. We
show that degravitation takes place in the limit where the physical graviton is dominantly
a gauge invariant metric combination. We present and discuss several phenomenological
consequences expected in this regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the cosmological constant (CC) or vacuum energy poses a great challenge since
its introduction by Einstein in General Relativity (GR) [1]. After experiments confirmed the
accelerated expansion of our universe [2], it was realized that the vacuum energy seems to have a
tiny value compared to all known scales in particle physics [3]. This fact is particularly surprising
as it is not protected by any symmetry and is highly sensitive to quantum corrections: any massive
particle leads to a loop correction to the value of the vacuum energy, where its mass enters to
the fourth power [4]. A large number of attempts were made to explain the smallness of the
vacuum energy, for example by symmetry arguments [5]. Furthermore, anthropic arguments for a
small value of the CC have been used in the context of the multivese hypothesis [6]. However, a
very interesting alternative was suggested in Refs. [7–9], where the fundamental idea relies on the
possibility that the vacuum energy could actually not have a small value, but gravitate only very
mildly. This is possible in theories where four dimensional gravity is mediated by an effectively
massive graviton. In Ref. [9] the analogy to the Higgs phase of electromagnetism is used, where due
to non-linear interactions of the goldstone fields the field strength induced by a space-time uniform
source is damped and the vacuum is de-electrified. In analogy, a toy system modeling gravity is
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2discussed, where it is suggested that the vacuum energy can be degravitated. A following study of
the effect in a non-linear extension of Fierz-Pauli massive gravity suggested that cosmic acceleration
can be set by the size of the graviton mass scale [10].
In this work we demonstrate the degravitation of the CC in the framework of bigravity. It
has recently been proven [11–19] that the construction of massive gravity from a bimetric theory
suggested in [20, 21] is free of the Boulware-Deser ghost [22]. Thus, we choose this framework as a
model of consistent massive gravity to study the degravitation phenomenon. We define a class of
models within the bigravity framework in which it can be explicitly shown that above a critical scale
rV , the gravitational effect of the CC is suppressed. The suppression of the gravitational effect of
the CC in the limit of a dominantly massive gravitational force mediator is the main result of this
work and is consistent with the result obatined in linear Fierz-Pauli massive gravity. On the one
hand, this is to be expected, since we enter precisely the regime where degravitation is expected
to occur. On the other hand, it is known from theories with extra dimensions, which effectively
describe massive gravity in 4D, that degravitation may not be fully decoupling the CC [9, 23]. Our
study focuses on a regime of bigravity, which is close to the massive gravity limit. We are intrigued
by the fact that while the near General Relativity limit is well understood [24] the opposite regime
is not equally well studied.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II we briefly describe the bigravity frame-
work, in Sec. III the static spherically symmetric solutions in two different regimes are presented in
Subsections III A and III B. The phenomenon of degravitation and additional effects are discussed
in Sec. IV, and our results are summarized Sec. V.
II. A CONSISTENT MASSIVE GRAVITY FRAMEWORK
The bigravity framework is based on the introduction of a second metric f , which does not
couple directly to the matter fields, but is connected with the usual metric g via an interaction
term, explicitly constructed in [12]. It is a non-linear realization of the Stu¨ckelberg mechanism
which is well-known for the linear theory due to Fierz and Pauli [25, 26]. This construction is
designed in such a way that no ghost instabilities arise, even at the non-linear level [13]. On the
linearized level it can be shown that two graviton modes are present. A massless and a massive
mode. The physical graviton1 is a superposition of these modes and can be either dominantly
1 We call the mode which originates from the metric coupled to matter the physical mode. Note that in principle,
there could be other forms of coupling to matter. However, as studied in [30] those can lead to the re-introduction
of the Boulware–Deser ghost or to a low cut-off scale.
3massive or massless, depending on the parameter choice of the corresponding mixing angle. In the
limit of zero admixture of the massive mode, Einstein GR is consistently recovered, see [23, 27, 28]
for some recent reviews.
The bigravity action for the two tensor fields g and f is given by
Sbi =
∫
d4x
{
M2g
2
√
−|g|Rg +
M2f
2
√
−|f |Rf+
+m2M2eff
√
−|g|
4∑
n=1
βnen(X) +
√
−|g| (Lmatter +M2gΛ)
}
.
(1)
Here, Mg is the Planck scale for the g metric, Mf the Planck scale for the f metric, M
2
eff =(
1
M2g
+ 1
M2f
)−1
, and X is defined as XµαXαν = gµαfαν . Note that, while the vacuum energy Λ of the
metric g is kept explicitly, the corresponding CC of f is contained in the interaction proportional
to the graviton mass. This distinction is made to emphasize that we view Λ as the source of the
gravitational field, which is renormalized by loops of matter fields coupling only to g.2 The fact
that matter only couples to the metric g is required by demanding that the theory is ghost free at
all scales [30–32], which can be used as a principle for constructing the action.
By varying the action with respect to g and f , we obtain two sets of Einstein equations:
G(g)µν +m
2 sin2(θ)
3∑
n=1
βnV
(n)(g)µν = 8piGNTµν + Λgµν , (2a)
G(f)µν +m
2 cos2(θ)
4∑
n=1
√
|g|
|f |βnV
(n)(f)µν = 0, (2b)
where sin2(θ) =
M2eff
M2g
, cos2(θ) =
M2eff
M2f
, and 8piGN ≡M−2g is the relation between Newton’s constant
and the (reduced) Planck mass for g. Finally, the interaction or mass terms V (g/f) follow from
the variation of the polynomials en. For more details on the structure of the interaction terms we
refer the reader to Appendix A.
In the following, we will often make use of the assumption that β4 = 0, which usually simplifies
the equations significantly. Albeit this assumption, we can directly read off Eqs. (2) that this has
no effect on the solutions in the limit where the massive mode is dominantly coupling to matter,
cos θ → 0. In this limit, which corresponds to the limit Mf → ∞, the hidden f metric is fully
decoupled from the theory and approaches a static vacuum solution given by G(f)µν = 0, which
2 The general expression for the vacuum energy as induced by the matter sector reads [4, 29] ρvac =∑
i ni
m4i
64pi2
log
(
m2i
µ2
R
)
+ ρEWPTvac + ρ
QCD
vac , where mi are the masses of the matter fields, µR is the renormalization
scale, and the ni count the degrees of freedom and the bosonic/fermionic nature of the field. Note that these
contributions are naturally of the order of the SM Higgs field’s vacuum expectation value and therefore typically
much larger than the graviton mass m. Instead of including this contribution in β0, in which case one would expect
β0  1, unless fine-tuning is accepted, we include the contribution of the graviton mass to the vacuum energy ρvac
and keep β0 ∼ O(1). Degravitation is then necessary to explain the observed, seemingly small value of Λ.
4is independent of the value of β4. Since g has no interactions proportional to β4, we may conclude
that in the limit of a dominantly massive graviton coupling to matter, the value of β4 can be chosen
freely.
In addition, energy-conservation must be ensured by demanding the vanishing of the covariant
derivative of Eq. (2):
∇(g)µG(g)µν = ∇(g)µTµν = 0 ⇒ ∇(g)µV (n)(g)µν = 0. (3)
Equivalently, we find for the f -metric ∇(f)µ
(√ |g|
|f |V
(n)(f)µν
)
= 0. These additional equations
are known as Bianchi constraints. However, the equations obtained for g and f are in general not
independent.
In the linearized regime of the theory, it can be demonstrated that two spin-2 modes, a massive
and a massless one are propagated in the theory. In the parametrization chosen here, Einstein
GR with a dominantly massless mediator is recovered for θ → 0, and the opposite limit, θ → pi/2,
leads to a dominantly massive physical graviton. A central point is that the massive mode, which
is proportional to the combination δgµν − δfµν is invariant under diffeomorphisms acting in the
same way on g and f . This makes the massive perturbation a gauge invariant observable [33].
We are tempted to embrace the principle of gauge invariance as the determining principle for the
construction of physically observable quantities. Already at this stage of the analysis one can
provide a physical argument that, in the limit that this combination is dominantly coupling to
matter, any space-time uniform source must decouple, as otherwise its presence would lead to an
unbounded growth of a quantity which is a gauge invariant physical observable, thus leading to a
paradox [9]. We will now demonstrate this behavior explicitly in a spherically symmetric system.
III. STATIC SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTION
We will study a spherically symmetric system with a massive source at the center and containing
a space-time uniform energy density, the CC. Since we are interested in the regime far outside
the localized source, we choose an ansatz for the metric, which is convenient for the weak field
expansion:
gµνdx
µdxν = −eν1(r)dt2 + eλ1(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2,
fµνdx
µdxν = −eν2(r)dt2 + eλ2(r)(r + rµ(r))′2dr2 + (r + rµ(r))2dΩ2.
(4)
This exponential ansatz is inspired by Ref. [34] and the exponentials are expanded to leading order
in small potential functions νi and λi. The function µ can be thought of as a relative “twist” in
5the metrics and is a measure of non-linearities induced by the interaction of the metrics. 3
A. The Linear Regime
We assume that at large distances from the source the non-linearities are subdominant and
expand the equations assuming µ 1.
The resulting Einstein equations and Bianchi constraints can be solved exactly, as demonstrated
in Appendix B 1. The respective potential functions read
ν1(r) =−
[
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff
]
+ sin2(θ)
(
C2 e
−mr√α1
r
− 2Λ˜
m2α1
)
+ C3, (5a)
λ1(r) =
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff − sin2(θ)
C2e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1]
2r
, (5b)
ν2(r) =−
[
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff
]
− cos(θ)2
(
C2 e
−mr√α1
r
− 2Λ˜
m2α1
)
+ C3, (5c)
λ2(r) =
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff + cos(θ)
2C2 e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1]
2r
, (5d)
with undetermined integration constants C1,2,3,4, Λ˜. With the constants α1 ≡ β1 + 2β2 + β3,
α2 ≡ 3β1 + 3β2 + β3, and α3 ≡ β2 + 2β3 the potentials have the structure of the Schwarzschild-
de Sitter solution with a superposition of a Yukawa potential and the induced effective vacuum
energy Λeff ≡
[
Λ +m2 sin2(θ)(α1 + α2 + α3)
]
. We note that already at this stage it is obvious that
in the limit of the physical graviton being dominantly the massive mode, i.e. cos(θ)→ 0, the terms
in the potential functions proportional to r2 are suppressed. This demonstrates that the strength
of the space-time uniform source Λ does not have any physical effect in this limit. This was to
be expected, as this behavior is known from the linear theory of massive Fierz-Pauli theory. The
effects inherent to bigravity will become apparent when non-linearities are taken into account.
The function µ can be obtained by solving Eq. (B5):
µ(r) =
C2 e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1 +m2r2α1]
4m2r3α1
+
m2α1C0 − 2Λ˜
6m2α1
+
C4
r3
. (6)
It is interesting to observe that the form of the metric twist measuring the non-linear effect is
independent of the graviton mode mixing. A very important question which needs to be addressed
is the range of scales at which this approximation is valid. This can be read of the function µ(r)
provided the integration constants can be determined. Thus to obtain those, we will solve the
non-linear equations for radii smaller than the critical radius we call rV in the next section and
perform a matching of the solutions.
3 See e.g. [35] for a more general treatment of black hole solutions in bigravity.
6B. The Non-Linear Regime
We are now interested in the form of the solution inside the so-called Vainshtein radius rV [36].
This is the scale below which non-linearities are supposed to become relevant, resolving many of
the apparent issues related to massive gravity [37–40]. The equations of motion can be simplified
under the additional assumption that rV  λg ≡ 1/(√α1m), which turns out to be equivalent
to the condition that the Schwarzschild radius is smaller than the graviton’s Compton wavelength
i.e. rS  λg. As we discuss in more detail in Appendix B 4, a non-zero value of β4 only leads to
a redefinition of parameters. Therefore, we can choose it to be β4 = 0 as it greatly simplifies the
form of the solutions and helps to display their general features in a compact form. The resulting
non-linear equations are
2 (r + rµ(r))′ (λ1(r)− λ2(r))
(r + rµ(r))′ ν ′1(r)− ν ′2(r)
= r
α1 + 2α4 µ(r) + (α3 − α4)µ(r)2
α1 + α4 µ(r)
, (7)
where α4 ≡ β2 + β3.
Choosing α3 = 0 and α4 = −α1, also for the sake of brevity, one obtains very compact solutions
inside the Vainshtein radius rV as further discussed in Appendix B 2. The solutions outside a
source are:4:
ν1(r) = −λ1(r) = −rS
r
− r
2
3
[
Λ +m2 sin2(θ) (α1 + α2)
]
= −rS
r
− r
2
3
Λeff , (8a)
ν2(r) = −λ2(r) = −2
3
α1m
2r2 cos2(θ) . (8b)
We observe that the potential of the g metric which couples to matter reproduces the GR
Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution with an induced CC with contributions from the bare CC and the
graviton mass. In the limit of θ → 0 this expression reproduces standard GR.5
The linear and non-linear solutions can be matched at rV , as shown in Appendix B 3, leading
to
C0 ⇒ Λ˜ = 0, C1 = rS cos2(θ)
(
1 +
2
3
sin2(θ)
)
, C2 = −2 rSΛ +m
2α1 +m
2 sin2(θ)(3α1 + α2)
3m2α1
,
C3 = − cos2(θ)m√α1C2, C4 = rS 5Λ + 3α1m
2 +m2 sin2(θ)(7α1 + 5α2)
6α21m
4
,
(9)
with rS being the Schwarzschild radius of the central matter distribution.
4 Inside a spherical matter distribution of radius R0 the g metric potential is ν(r) = − ρr23M2g −
r2
3
Λeff , while the
f metric potential stays unaffected. Matching of this inner and outer solutions fixes the integration constant
rS = 2MGN , where M is the total mass of the source.
5 Note that this limit is continuous in the sense that all massive d.o.f. decouple [41]. This is different from the
limit m→ 0 where the so-called van Dam-Veltman-Zakharov discontinuity [42, 43] occurs: for a given source, the
helicity-0 mode does not decouple when m→ 0, as can be seen from Eq. (11).
7As mentioned before, the linearity assumption µ  1 is violated as r → 0. With the matched
coefficients it is clear under which condition the function µ is small: we can read of that if
r 
(
rS
m2 α1
) 1
3
≡ rV , (10)
the assumption µ  1 is justified and we are indeed in the linear regime. This condition defines
the scale rV and justifies our initial expansion in µ(r) 1 a posteriori.
After the matching we obtain the following physical gravitational potential:
ν1(r) =

− rSr − r2 Λeff3 r  rV
− rSr
[
cos2(θ)
(
1 + 23 sin
2(θ)
)
+ 23 sin
2(θ)e−m
√
α1 r
(
1 + 2 sin2(θ) + Λeff
m2α1
)]
−
−r2 cos2(θ) Λeff3 r  rV .
(11)
The derivation of this potential is the main result of this work. It demonstrates that inside
the Vainshtein radius we have the known Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution with the induced CC
Λeff = Λ+m
2 sin2(θ) (α1 + α2). Since inside the Vainshtein radius, the longitudinal modes become
strongly coupled [44], no screening effect is seen. Outside the Vainshtein radius, the induced CC
is Λoutereff = cos(θ)
2Λeff which is decoupled in the massive limit cos(θ) → 0. Also, in the massive
limit the outer potential is of Yukawa type. The induced CC has a contribution from the bare CC
and the one induced by the graviton mass effect. This suppression in the massive gravity limit was
expected from the study of linear Fierz-Pauli massive gravity. However, our result shows explicitly
how the non-linear effects in a full theory shut off the screening below the critical scale which is
set by the Vainshtein radius.
At this point, we may finally describe how degravitation works in the bigravity framework.
Taking the limit of a purely massive graviton coupling to matter, i.e. sin θ = 1 and cos θ = 0, we
see that the potential inside the Vainshtein radius is purely newtonian with an effective CC, while
outside rV we have a Yukawa potential e
−mgr/r with the effective CC decoupled. Therefore, we
see that we have found the scale above which the vacuum energy density is degravitated. This is
a remarkable result and to our knowledge has not been pointed out in the literature so far within
this framework and represents a genuine realization of the mechanism described in Ref. [9] within a
UV complete theory of massive gravity. An important fact becomes obvious at this point. We see
that the exact limit cos(θ) = 0, the massive gravity regime, can not lead to a consistent cosmology,
as no late-time acceleration would be possible. Thus, the physically relevant theory can only have
a small, but finite mixing cos(θ) 1. We comment on this fact in more detail in the next section.
8IV. DEGRAVITATION AND INDUCED EFFECTS
We will now present some phenomenological implications of our findings. As discussed in the
introduction, the theoretical expectation for the bare value of Λ is large due to effects of vacuum
loops and phase transitions in the universe.
From the form of Eq. (11), we observe that there are two effects at work in massive gravity. On
the one hand we demonstrate how degravitation as suggested by Dvali et al. [9] works in the linear
regime. This phenomenon is manifest in the limit cos(θ)→ 0, which corresponds to the dominance
of the massive mode. In this limit the potential outside the Vainshtein radius is a pure Yukawa
potential and the space-time uniform contribution of the CC decouples. Thus in this long range
effect there is no fine tuning involved as an arbitrary value of Λeff gravitates arbitrarily mildly, as
long as cos(θ) is small enough. Setting the cos(θ) to a small value could be seen as a fine tuning
as well, however there are good reasons to assume that physical arguments as gauge invariance of
the physical graviton – the key principle to working degravitation as we have argued – favor this
choice.
On the other hand, inside the Vainshtein radius, there is always a remaining effect of the CC.
And in order to keep Λeff in agreement with solar system observations fine tuning is unavoidable
and we will comment on that shortly.
At this point it is also important to comment on a curious fact. In practice, whenever limits
on the graviton mass or the value of the CC are set from solar system observations, each effect is
treated separately. However, we showed that those two effects are intrinsically intertwined in such
a way that they cannot be kept apart inside the Vainshtein radius. Therefore, on the one hand the
limits we obtain from planetary orbits are limits on the combination Λeff. On the other hand, the
distance scale we consider those observations at sets a limit on the Vainshtein radius and hence on
the graviton mass.
The vast majority of known objects in the solar system are inside the Kuiper belt, which has a
50 AU radius. We observe that in the degravitating regime, it is unacceptable that the Vainshtein
radius of the solar system is smaller than its size. As the gravitational law would change significantly
on very well studied scales, contradicting observations [see Eqn. (11)]. If the Vainshtein radius
of the solar system is taken to be larger than the radius of the Kuiper belt, we obtain a graviton
mass bound of mg = m
√
α1 < 5 · 10−25 eV. This bound is a conservative estimate and is slightly
stronger than the solar system bound reported in [45], where a generic expanded Yukawa potential
has been considered. However, both bounds are significantly lower than the upper mass bound
9obtained from cluster observations, mg < 10
−29 eV [45].
Having established that in the degravitating regime the Vainshtein radius has to be outside
the solar system, we can set a limit on Λeff. The limit which can be obtained on the value of
Λeff = (ρ
vac
induced)/M
2
p from the perihelion rotation of Mercury is ρ
vac
induced < (14 eV)
4 [4]. This
bound is sixteen orders of magnitude larger than the value obtained from late time acceleration
ρvacasymptotic ≈
(
1.8 · 10−3 eV)4. Nevertheless, it is still significantly smaller than, for example the
value one expects to be added to the CC from the QCD phase-transition. Thus, there remains
some fine tuning, which is however sixteen orders of magnitude milder than in GR since we can
saturate the bound locally, but still obtain an asymptotic vacuum energy density in agreement
with late time acceleration.
At the same time, assuming that we are in the degravitation regime, a lower bound on the
mixing angle can be obtained. Assuming that Λeff saturates the solar system bounds inside the
Vainshtein radius and knowing that the value of the asymptotic CC on the largest scales leads to
ρvacasymptotic ≈
(
1.8 · 10−3 eV)4, we can infer that cos(θ) > 1.8 · 10−8. This is an interesting result,
which shows that exact massive gravity does not describe our universe. A fact which deserves
aditional attention is that in bigravity, in a cosmological solution, the physical Planck mass can be
different from its local value [46, 47]. This investigation however is postponed to future work.
If indeed our universe is close to the degravitated regime, we see from Eq. (11) that unavoid-
ably the gravitational potential is modified at the transition around the Vainshtein radius and is
enhanced by a leading order factor
C ≈ cos2(θ)
(
1 +
2
3
sin2(θ)
)
+
2 sin2(θ)
3
(
1 + 2 sin2(θ) +
Λeff
α1m2
)
≈ 2
3
(
3 +
Λeff
α1m2
)
. (12)
This is due to the fact that inside the Vainshtein radius the longitudinal modes of the gravitons
are strongly coupled and conspire to reproduce the GR predictions. However, at the transition
to the linear regime those modes become weakly coupled and lead to an enhanced force. The
enhancement could lead to observable deviations from Einstein gravity at scales larger than the
Vainshtein radius of a given system. For example for the Andromeda galaxy with 1.5 · 1012 solar
masses, and given the cluster bound on the graviton mass, the critical radius rV would be larger
than 4 kiloparsecs. Thus, deviations from pure GR behavior are expected to be only observable in
large systems as galaxies or clusters where the effects appear above the kiloparsec length scale.
To test the degravitation hypothesis gravitational lensing measurements might be more sensitive.
10
The deflection angle outside the Vainshtein radius is approximately given by
∆φ ≈ rS
(
3
(
sin2(θ)
(
Λeff + α1m
2
)
+ 2α1m
2
)− 2α1m2 sin2(θ) cos2(θ))
3α1m2ri
, (13)
where ri is the distance at which the light is passing by the source. The expression has the limiting
behaviors
∆φ→ 2rS
ri
for θ → 0 , GR limit (14a)
∆φ→ rS
ri
(
3 +
Λeff
α1m2
)
for θ → pi
2
, massive gravity limit . (14b)
In conclusion, we find that in the regime leading to degravitation substantial deviations from the
GR light deflection are expected at large distance scales. We leave a detailed phenomenological
survey for future work.
V. SUMMARY
In this article we have demonstrated the effect of degravitation in a concrete model of massive
gravity. We have shown that, in the limit where the physical gravity mediator is dominantly a
massive, gauge invariant mode, the effect of a space-time uniform source coupled to the physical
metric is suppressed. We emphasize that in the degravitating regime, limits on the graviton mass
have to be set in a different way, as the gravitational law changes substantially at the Vainshtein
radius, a critical length scale we defined in the theory. Furthermore, we comment on the possibility
to test the degravitation hypothesis by measuring deviations of the gravitational potential and light
deflection at scales larger than this critical scale.
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Appendix A: Einstein Equations in Bigravity
Let us briefly discuss the details of obtaining the field equations for the tensor fields g and f
from the action (1). There, the en are the elementary symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalues of
the matrix X. These can be expressed as
e1 = tr (X) , (A1a)
11
e2 =
1
2
[
tr (X)2 − tr (X2)] , (A1b)
e3 =
1
6
[
tr (X)3 − 3 tr (X) tr (X2)+ 2 tr (X3)] , (A1c)
e4 = det(X). (A1d)
The variation of the action (1) w.r.t. g yields the interaction terms
V (1)(g)µν =tr (X) δ
µ
ν − Xµν , (A2a)
V (2)(g)µν =
(
X2
)µ
ν
− tr (X)Xµν + δ
µ
ν
2
[
tr (X)2 − tr (X2)] , (A2b)
V (3)(g)µν =−
(
X3
)µ
ν
+ tr (X)
(
X2
)µ
ν
− 1
2
[
tr (X)2 − tr (X2)]Xµν+
+
δµν
6
[
tr (X)3 − 3 tr (X) tr (X2)+ 2 tr (X3)] . (A2c)
The expressions for V (1,2,3)(f) are obtained from these by dropping the parts proportional to δµν
and multiplying by (−1), while for n = 4, one obtains V (4)(f) = δµν .
Appendix B: Spherically symmetric and static black hole solution
In this appendix we discuss how to obtain the solution to the classical, weak-field potential
given in Eq. (11). Our starting point is the ansatz
gµνdx
µdxν = −eν1(r)dt2 + eλ1(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2,
fµνdx
µdxν = −eν2(r)dt2 + eλ2(r)(r + rµ(r))′2dr2 + (r + rµ(r))2dΩ2,
(B1)
which we plug into the Einstein Equations derived in the previous appendix.
1. The Linear Regime
At large distances from the source, one assumes a space-time which is nearly flat, such that
in addition, we take µ  1. With this assumption we obtain the following linearized Einstein
equations:
λ1
r2
+
λ′1
r
= Λg +m
2
g
[
1
2
(λ2 − λ1) +
(
3µ+ rµ′
)]
, (B2a)
λ1
r2
− ν
′
1
r
= Λg +m
2
g
[
1
2
(ν2 − ν1) + 2µ
]
, (B2b)
1
2
(
λ′1
r
− ν
′
1
r
− ν ′′1
)
= Λg +m
2
g
[
1
2
(λ2 − λ1 + ν2 − ν1) +
(
2µ+ rµ′
)]
(B2c)
12
with m2g = m
2α1 sin(θ)
2 and Λg = Λ + m
2α2 sin(θ)
2 for the g metric. And similarly for the f
metric:
λ2
r2
+
λ′2
r
= Λf +m
2
f
[
1
2
(λ1 − λ2)−
(
3µ+ rµ′
)]
, (B3a)
λ2
r2
− ν
′
2
r
= Λf +m
2
f
[
1
2
(ν1 − ν2)− 2µ
]
, (B3b)
1
2
(
λ′2
r
− ν
′
2
r
− ν ′′2
)
= Λf +m
2
f
[
1
2
(λ1 + ν1 − λ2 − ν2)−
(
2µ+ rµ′
)]
. (B3c)
with Λf = m
2(α1 + α3) cos
2(θ) and m2f = m
2α1 cos
2(θ). We have defined α1 ≡ β1 + 2β2 + β3,
α2 ≡ +3β1 + 3β2 + β3, and α3 ≡ β2 + 2β3 and for the sake of compactness of the expressions fixed
β4 = 0. On the one hand, this does not change the physical potentials and implies that the f metric
(which does not couple to matter) has only an effective vacuum energy contribution proportional
to the graviton mass.
The independent Bianchi constraints read
λ(−) − r
2
ν(−)
′
= 0, (B4a)
λ(−)
′
+ ν(−)
′ − 8µ′ − 2rµ′′ = 0 . (B4b)
Here, we have introduced the notation λ(−) ≡ λ1−λ2 and ν(−) ≡ ν1− ν2. We can integrate (B4b),
using (B4a), and obtain
(
r3µ
)′
=
r
4
(
r2ν(−)
)′
+
C0 r
2
2
(B5)
This may be used to simplify the square brackets in Eqs. (B2a) and (B3a):
∓ 1
2
λ(−) ± (3µ+ rµ′) = ∓r
4
ν(−)
′ ± 1
4r
(
2rν(−) + r2ν(−)
′)± C0
2
= ±1
2
ν(−) ± C0
2
. (B6)
Subtracting Eqs. (B2a) and (B3a) yields
1
r2
(
rλ(−)
)′
=
1
r2
(
r2
2
ν(−)
′
)′
= Λ˜ +
m2α1
2
ν(−), (B7)
with Λ˜ ≡ Λ +m2 (α1C0/2 + sin2(θ)α2 − cos2(θ) (α1 + α3)). This equation has the general solution
ν(−)(r) = − 2Λ˜
m2α1
+
C2
r
e−mr
√
α1 , (B8a)
⇒ λ(−)(r) = −C2
[
1 +mr
√
α1
]
2r
e−mr
√
α1 , (B8b)
where Eq. (B4b) has to be used. Note that here the exponentially divergent branch has not been
considered.
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Similarly, we can consider the linear combination λ(+) ≡ cos(θ)2λ1 + sin2(θ)λ2 which, using
Eqs. (B2a) and (B3a), obeys the differential equation
1
r2
(
rλ(+)
)′
= cos(θ)2
[
Λ +m2 sin2(θ)(α1 + α2 + α3)
]
(B9)
and may be integrated to yield
λ(+)(r) =
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos(θ)2Λeff , (B10)
with Λeff ≡
[
Λ +m2 sin2(θ)(α1 + α2 + α3)
]
.
Finally, from Eqs. (B2b) and (B3b), one may find [ν(+) ≡ cos(θ)2ν1 + sin2(θ)ν2]
ν(+)(r) = −
[
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos(θ)2Λeff − C3
]
. (B11)
Thus, we find
ν1(r) = ν
(+)(r) + sin2(θ) ν(−)(r) =−
[
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff
]
+ sin2(θ)
(
C2 e
−mr√α1
r
− 2Λ˜
m2α1
)
+ C3,
(B12a)
λ1(r) = λ
(+)(r) + sin2(θ)λ(−)(r) =
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff − sin2(θ)
C2e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1]
2r
,
(B12b)
ν2(r) = ν
(+)(r)− cos(θ)2ν(−)(r) =−
[
C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff
]
− cos(θ)2
(
C2 e
−mr√α1
r
− 2Λ˜
m2α1
)
+ C3,
(B12c)
λ2(r) = λ
(+)(r)− cos(θ)2λ(−)(r) =C1
r
+
r2
3
cos2(θ)Λeff + cos(θ)
2C2 e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1]
2r
.
(B12d)
The function µ can be obtained by integrating Eq. (B5):
µ(r) =
C2 e
−mr√α1 [1 +mr√α1 +m2r2α1]
4m2r3α1
+
m2α1C0 − 2Λ˜
6m2α1
+
C4
r3
. (B13)
2. The Non-Linear Regime
If we assume that rV  λg ≡ 1/(√α1m), which is equivalent to the condition that rS  λg,
the equations of motion can be integrated assuming that β4 = 0, as it was done in Ref. [34]. We
generalize this procedure to a non vanishing CC and obtain from the Bianchi constraint
2 (r + rµ(r))′ (λ1(r)− λ2(r))
(r + rµ(r))′ ν ′1(r)− ν ′2(r)
= r
α1 + 2α4 µ(r) + (α3 − α4)µ(r)2
α1 + α4 µ(r)
, (B14)
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together with the integrated expressions for the potential functions,
ν ′1(r) =
rS
r2
− 2
3
Λgr +
1
3
m2r sin2(θ)µ(r)
[−3α1 + (α3 − α4)µ(r)2] , (B15a)
λ1(r) =
rS
r
+
1
3
Λgr
2 +
1
3
m2r2 sin2(θ)µ(r)
[
3α1 + 3α4µ(r) + (α3 − α4)µ(r)2
]
, (B15b)
ν ′2(r) = −
[
2
3
Λf r +m
2r cos2(θ)µ(r)
(
α1 + 2α3 + 2α3µ(r) + (α3 − α4)µ(r)2
)] (r + rµ(r))′
(1 + µ(r))2
,
(B15c)
λ2(r) =
[
1
3
Λf r
2 +m2 cos2(θ)r2µ(r) (α3 + (α3 − α4)µ(r))
]
(1 + µ(r))−1 (B15d)
a seventh order algebraic equation for µ(r), where α4 ≡ β2+β3. Note that the integration constants
have been chosen from the continuity condition of the potential functions at the source, in the same
way as in [34].
The fact that this equation will always lead to constant solutions for µ is a direct consequence of
the Vainshtein mechanism since it would induce non-GR dependencies of the potential functions on
r. However, inside the Vainshtein radius, only standard GR should be present. The most general
solution will be a root of some function, B(µ,m, rS , α1,2,3,4, θ) = 0. Interestingly, there is always
a solution µ = 1, which upon comparing coefficients in r, demands that α3 = 0 and α4 = −α1.
We will use this solution for illustration here, and refer the reader to Ref. [34] for a more detailed
analysis of these solutions. However, we note that this will merely lead to a redefinition of the
physical observables rS and Λ in terms of µ = const 6= 1. This solution leads to very compact
expressions for the potentials inside the Vainshtein radius
ν1(r) = −λ1(r) = −rS
r
− r
2
3
[
Λ +m2 sin2(θ) (α1 + α2)
]
, (B16a)
ν2(r) = −λ2(r) = −2
3
α1m
2r2 cos2(θ) . (B16b)
3. Matching of both Regimes
The five integration constants C0,1,2,3,4 of the general, linearized solution can be fixed by match-
ing to the solution in the non-linear regime at r = rV . The resulting values are:
C0 ⇒ Λ˜ = 0, C1 = rS cos2(θ)
(
1 +
2
3
sin2(θ)
)
, C2 = −2 rSΛ +m
2α1 +m
2 sin2(θ)(3α1 + α2)
3m2α1
,
C3 = − cos2(θ)m√α1C2, C4 = rS 5Λ + 3α1m
2 +m2 sin2(θ)(7α1 + 5α2)
6α21m
4
,
(B17)
with rS being the Schwarzschild radius of the central matter distribution. To obtain these expres-
sions, we have assumed that rS  rV and kept only terms linear in rS . However, the result for C1
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is valid independently of this approximation. Our result is the generalization of the special case
given in Ref. [34].
4. The effect of β4 6= 0
So far, we have argued on intuitive grounds that choosing β4 = 0 has no significant effect on our
analysis. We have also verified this statement numerically and find agreement, i.e. degravitation
occurs irrespective of the value of β4. The main effect induced by a β4 6= 0 is in fact a different
relation between matter and mass bases. This can be seen as follows: while the g-metric Einstein
equations (B2) are unchanged, the f equations (B3) receive an additional contribution on the r.h.s.
given by
Eqs. (B3)→ Eqs. (B3) +m2 cos2 θ β4
[
1
2
(λ1 − λ2) + 1
2
(ν1 − ν2)−
(
3µ+ rµ′
)]
. (B18)
Therefore, we can take differences of the g and f equations, as before, and find
ν(−)(r) = − 2Λˆ
m2α1
+
C2
r
e−mr
√
α1 ⇒ λ(−)(r) = −C2
[
1 +mr
√
α1
]
2r
e−mr
√
α1 , (B19)
which is formally identical to the previous solutions, but one has to redefine Λ˜ → Λˆ, which is
a function of β4. Qualitatively, the only difference occurs for the “(+)” functions. While we
previously had relations of the sort ν(+) ≡ cos(θ)2ν1 + sin2(θ)ν2, these are now modified as
ν̂(+) ≡ α1 + β4
α1
cos(θ)2ν1 + sin
2(θ)ν2, (B20)
and similarly for λ(+). Clearly, in the case where cos θ → 0, β4 drops out of this relation and all
other equations, confirming our intuitive argument given in Sec. II. In the general case, however,
this will no longer disentangle the massive and massless modes and the solutions show both types
of behavior. However, no new r-dependencies are introduced and most importantly, the solutions
smoothly approach Eqs. (B10) and (B11) for cos θ → 0.
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